Z-E4626
Vehicle-Specific Naviceiver
Compatible with MERCEDES-BENZ Sprinter | Viano | Vito
The Z-E4626 is an innovative and advanced multimode navigation system including specifically developed for the Mercedes-Benz Sprinter II, Vito, and Viano. With its specific construction and button illumination in amber, the E-GO buttons in perfect harmony with the named vehicles. With separately available kit interfaces, the ZENEC Z-E4626 is easily connected to the multifunction steering wheel in the vehicle. This allows the vehicle button functions of the steering wheel to be supported.

**Optimal integration in the Mercedes-Benz**

Specifically developed for the Mercedes Sprinter II, Vito, and Viano: With its specific construction and button illumination in amber, the E-GO buttons blend in perfectly with the named vehicles. With separately available kit interfaces, the ZENEC Z-E4626 can easily be connected to the multifunction steering wheel in the vehicle. The audio and telephone button functions of the steering wheel are supported.

**Bluetooth from specialist Parrot**

A worldwide contact search function, easy to edit favorites menu, and other details underscore the performance level of the BT system from Parrot. Special features are the integrated database. On-site synchronization of the mobile phone and the E-GO saves the phonebook — it is available as soon as you get into the vehicle. Three music collections, each having up to 100 songs, can be synchronised; two smartphones can be used in parallel.

**USB media management by Gracenote**

The USB media management with database support of the E-GO with its integrated Gracenote functionalities is perfectly designed for mobile entertainment. With the Gracenote functionalities (‘More like this’, MLT) and ‘Mood’, you can create playlists on USB media from your music collection with just a single click. These playlists are either based on a song you have selected, or on your actual mood.

**Preconfigured vehicle profiles for motorhomes**

To facilitate navigation of large, heavy vehicles, the E-GO allows you to choose between various vehicle profiles so that the device is perfectly matched to your vehicle. By entering vehicle-specific data – height, width, length, weight, trailer etc. – you can plan your route more efficiently. Bridge height, road width and other restrictions and hazards along the route are included in the calculation.

**Rear-view camera interface with optional distance assist lines**

You can also easily connect a rear-view camera to the E-GO via the touchscreen. The camera is automatically started by engaging the reverse gear. You have the option of displaying configurable grid lines for better estimation of the distance – independent of an external model of cameras. The E-GO is equally suitable for the connection of rear-view cameras that have a built-in microphone.

**CAM hard key**

Aside of the standard automatic reverse gear function, the CAM button allows direct control of the rear view camera with regard to the specific requirements of motorhomes. The CAM key allows, for example, to keep an eye on the downstream traffic, or to check the brake lights and other lines on the vehicle’s backside. That’s just incredibly convenient.

**ZENEC NextGen Navigation**

The EU map package with 47 countries navigates using the new ZENEC NextGen navigation engine, and contains more than 6 million Premium POI. Detailed map data, 3D modelling of terrain and landmarks, TMC, Auto Routes, Lane Assist, and other Smart modes make the Z-E2026 the perfectly equipped route finder. You can download quarterly updated maps free of charge from the Navigon portal for one year after starting to use the device.

**20.3 cm/8” TFT LCD Panel**

The large flat screen allows the user of a sharply detailed, luminescent 8” /20.3 cm TFT LCD screen, which does not only provide clear overview during active route guidance mode. Even the renderings of UI screens and video content with their finely reacted high-contrast picture details. For a dynamic adjustment of image brightness, the system settings offer two setting options: Car and GPS based.

**Multituner system with DAB+**

Thanks to the new multituner system with FM tuner and DAB+, the full radio program variety can be enjoyed on the road. Optional radio reception is assumed by two FM tuners and two DAB+ tuners, which functionally complement and support each other. The database-supported dynamic background scan function keeps the radio list in check and ensures permanent up to date. A fifth tuner takes care of the TMC traffic data reception.

**CampingSchaf POI database**

Detailed information on campsites and motorhome stopover areas throughout Europe is offered by the pre-installed, very comprehensive CampingSchaf POI package (in German language only). It covers all European countries, and shows you approximately 20,000 different campsites and motorhome stopover sites — so you can pick a suitable location at your destination while you are on the move.

**Vehicle-specific navigation for Mercedes-Benz**

The Z-E4626 is an innovative and advanced multimode navigation system including specifically developed for the Mercedes-Benz Sprinter II, Vito, and Viano. With its specific construction and button illumination in amber, the E-GO buttons blend in perfectly with the named vehicles. With separately available kit interfaces, the ZENEC Z-E4626 can easily be connected to the multifunction steering wheel in the vehicle. The audio and telephone button functions of the steering wheel are supported.

**Brand** | **Model** | **Model Type** | **Model Year**
--- | --- | --- | ---
Mercedes-Benz | Sprinter | W906 | as of 2006
Mercedes-Benz | Vito 2G | W639 | 2006 – 2014
Mercedes-Benz | Vito 3G | W447 | as of 2014
Mercedes-Benz | Viano | W639 | 2006 – 2014

A detailed list of the device specifications and functions can be found at www.zenec.com under ‘Specifications’.